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1. Introduction 
In a recent paper PERVIN [2] showed that every topological space has 
a quasi-uniformity which induces the original topology. This result 
establishes the equivalence of topological spaces with quasi-uniform 
spaces and consequently makes it possible to study concepts like Cauchy 
nets (filters), completeness etc. in general topological spaces. Previously 
such concepts could be introduced only in uniform spaces (completely 
regular spaces). In this paper several known results of function spaces 
of uniform spaces are extended to quasi-uniform spaces, sometimes with 
some additional conditions. 
Let (X, T) be a topological space with topology T. For GET let 
1.1. SG=G x G u ((X -G) x X). 
PERVIN [2] has shown that the set {SGIG E T} is a sub-base for a quasi-
uniformity Olt for X which satisfies the following conditions 1.2-1.5 
1.2. For each U E Olt, LI = {(x, x)lx EX} C U. 
1.3. For each U E Olt, if V::) U then V E Olt. 
1.4. For all U, V E Olt, U n V E Olt. 
1.5. For each U E Olt there exists a V E Olt such that V 0 V C U. 
Also Olt induces the original topology T i.e. GET iff for each x E G there 
exists a U E Olt such that U(x) C G. 
It is clear that if Olt also satisfies the condition 
1.6. for each U E Olt there exists a V E Olt such that V = V-I C U, 
then Olt is a uniformity. This condition is not necessarily satisfied in a 
quasi-uniform space. 
SIEBER and PERVIN [3] have extended the idea of Cauchy filters to 
quasi-uniform spaces. Since nets are used in this paper the following 
definitions are stated for nets. Terminology is as in KELLEY [1]. 
1.7. Definition: A net {Snln ED} C X converges to x E X iff for 
each U E Olt, Sn is eventually in U(x). 
1.8. Definition: A net {Snln ED} C X is Cauchy iff for each U E Olt, 
there exists an x E X such that Sn is eventually in U(x). 
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It is easy to see that convergent nets are Cauchy in the above definitions. 
Also in view of the fact that 1.6 is not necessarily satisfied in a quasi-
uniform space we cannot use the usual definition of Cauchy nets used 
for uniform spaces. 
1.9. Definition: A quasi-uniform space (X, iff) is complete iff every 
Cauchy net in X converges to a point in X. 
2. Quasi-uniform Oonvergence 
Let (X, iff) and (Y, Y) be quasi-uniform spaces with quasi-uniformities 
iff, Y respectively. 
2.1. Definition: For each V E Y let 
W(V)={(f, g) E YXx YXI(f(x), g(x)) E V for all x EX}. 
It can be easily verified that 
2.2. for all U, V E Y, W(U n V)= W(U) n W(V) 
2.3. for all U, V E Y, W(U 0 V):::) W(U) 0 W(V). 
Thus {W(V)IV E Y} is a base for the quasi-uniformity ir of yx. It is 
clear that 
W(V)[f]={g E YXI(f,g) E W(V)} 
= {g E YXlg(x) E V[f(x)] for all x EX}. 
The following results 2.4-2.6 follow easily. (See [1] pages 225-231). 
2.4. Lemma: ir is larger than the quasi-uniformity of point-wise 
convergence. 
2.5. Lemma: The quasi-uniform topology induced by ir on yx 
is larger than the topology of pointwise convergence. 
2.6. Lemma: If Y is a Tt-space (i=1, 2) then so is (yx, "fY). 
Convergence in ir will be called quasi-uniform convergence. 
2.7. Lemma: Let 0 C yx consist of continuous functions on X to 
Y with the subspace quasi-uniformity given by ir. Then (0, ir) is jointly 
continuous ([1] page 223). 
Proof: For each U E Y, there exists a V E Y such that V 0 V CU. 
For x EX, f(x) E Y, f EO, let g E W(v)[f] and y E f-l[V[f(X)]]. Then 
g(y) E V[f(y)] C V 0 V[f(x)] C U[f(x)]. So 0 is jointly continuous. 
2.8. Corollary: The quasi-uniform topology for 0 is larger than 
the compact-open or k-topology. 
2.9. Theorem: If (Y, Y) is complete and {fn} is a Cauchy net in 
(yx, ir) then there exists agE yx such that for each x EX, {fn(X)} 
converges to g(x). 
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Proof: For each V E Y, there exists an f E yx such that fn(x) is 
eventually in V[f(x)] for all x EX. This shows that for each x, {In(x)} 
is a Cauchy net in Y and since Y is complete {In(X)} converges to a point 
in Y which we call g(x). 
2.10. Theorem: If (Y, Y) is a complete Hausdorff space then 
(yx,1f/) is complete. 
Proof: Let {In} be a Cauchy net in (yx, 1f/) and let g E yx be as 
in the above theorem 2.9. Since {In} is Cauchy for each V E Y there exists 
an f E yx such that for all x EX, fn(x) is eventually in V[f(x)]. We claim 
that f=g. For if f=l=g then there exists an x E X such that f(x)=I=g(x). 
Since Yis Hausdorff, there exists aU E Y such that V[f(x)] n U[g(x)]=0. 
By theorem 2.9, fn(x) is eventually in U[g(x)] which contradicts the fact 
that fn(x) is eventually in V[f(x)]. So {In} converges to g quasi-uniformly 
and (yx,1f/) is complete. 
When Y is a uniform space 0 is a closed subset of yx in the topology 
of uniform convergence. It is natural to inquire whether this result is 
true when Y is a quasi-uniform space. It is found that this result is indeed 
true when Y is a regular quasi-uniform space and this is proved in the 
next section. 
3. Regular Qua8i-uniform Space8 
It was mentioned in section 1 that in a general topological space 
(quasi-uniform space) the quasi-uniformity need not satisfy 1.6. It is 
well-known that completely regular (uniform) spaces are precisely those 
quasi-uniform spaces which satisfy 1.6. In this section we get an interesting 
characterization of regular quasi-uniform spaces as those in which a local 
symmetry-cum-triangle inequality condition is satisfied. 
3.1. For each U E ift and each x E X there exists a symmetric V E ift 
such that V 0 V(x) C U(x). (It is not asserted that V 0 V CU.) 
3.2. Theorem: Let (X, ift) be a quasi-uniform space which satisfies 
condition 3.1. Then X is a regular topological space. 
Proof: Let G be any open set containing x EX. Then by 3.1 there 
exists a symmetric V E ift such that V 0 V(x) C G. Let Z E V(x) - V(x). 
Then there exists ayE X such that y E V(x) n V(z). Since V is symmetric 
z E V(y) C V 0 V(x) C G. So V(x) C G and X is regular. 
3.3. Theorem: If (X, ift) is a regular quasi-uniform space then ift 
satisfies 3.1. 
Proof: Since X is regular, for all U E ift and x E X there exist open 
neighborhoods G1 and G2 of x such that G1 C ch C G2 C G2 C U(x)=G. Let 
U 2 =G x G U (x-G2) X (X -G2 ) and U 1 =G2 x G2 U (X -G1) x (X -G1 ). We 
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claim that UI, U2 E~. Take U1 for instance. We shall show that in the 
notation 1.1 SG2 n SGl n Sx--7l, C U1 and so by 1.3 U1 E~. Let (x, y) E 
E SG2 n SGl n SX-Gl. (i) If x E G1 then y E G1 and so (x, y) E G1 X G1 C G2 X 
X G2 CUI. (ii) If x E 01 -G1 then y E G2 and so (x, y) E G2 X G2 CUI. 
(iii) If x E G2 -OI, then y E G2 -01 and so (x, y) E G2 X G2 CUI. (iv) If 
x EX -G2 then Y EX -01 and so (x, y) E UI • Similarly U2 E~. It is 
obvious that UI and U2 are symmetric and that if V = U1 n U2 then 
V 0 V(x)= V[G2 ]=G. 
3.4. Corollary: If (X,~) is a regular quasi-uniform space then 
for each U E ~ and each x E X there exists a symmetric V E ~ such 
that V 0 V 0 V(x) C U(x). 
3.5. Theorem: If (Y, f") is a regular quasi-uniform space then 0 
is closed in (yx,1Y). 
Proof: We use the characterization 1 (f) page 86 [1] viz. I: X -7- Y 
is continuous iff for each net {xmlm E E} C X converging to a point x EX 
the net {/(xm)lm E E} C Y converges to I(x). Let {tnln ED} be a net in 
o and let In converge to I quasi-uniformly. If U E"Y then by 3.4 there 
exists a symmetric V E"Y such that V 0 V 0 V[f(x)] C U[f(x)]. Since 
In -7- I there exists an NED such that for all n-:>N and for all P EX, 
In(P) E V[/(p)]. Also since each In EO, there exists an ME E such that 
for all m -:> M, In(xm) E V[fn(x)]. Since V is symmetric we have for all 
n-:>N, m-:>M I(xm) E V[fn(xm)] C V 0 V 0 V[f(x)] C U[f(x)]. So lEO. 
Combining theorems 3.5 and 2.10 we get an extension of the well-
known theorem 9 page 227 [1]. 
3.6. Theorem: If (Y, "Y) is a regular complete Hausdorff quasi-
uniform space then (0,1Y) is complete. 
4. Oonclusion 
So far in the literature theorems 2.10 and 3.6 are known only when 
Y is a completely regular (uniform) space. In 2.10 we need Y to be Haus-
dorff and in 3.6 regular Hausdorff. Thus the results of this paper are 
extensions of the well-known results and the following questions remain 
open. 
4.1. Does there exist a complete quasi-uniform T1-space (Y, "Y) and 
a quasi-uniform space (X, ~) such that (yx, 1Y) is not complete? 
4.2. Does there exist a complete non-regular quasi-uniform space 
(Y, "Y) and a quasi-uniform space (X, ~) such that (0, 1Y) is not complete? 
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